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Gravewriter 2006-11-28 even better than his shamus finalist debut spiked publishers weekly starred review on speak ill of the
living highly praised by both reviewers and mystery writers mark arsenault introduces a stunning new suspense series with his
courtroom drama gravewriter billy povich used to be a journalist he lost his wife because of his gambling habit and then she died
in a car crash now he finds himself writing obituaries and living with his elderly father and seven year old son bo billy plans to kill
the man who was at the wheel the night of his wife s death but then a summons to jury duty for a murder trial delays billy s
agenda as the trial heats up billy finds that his little boy spots danger faster than he does and a frantic and deadly chase begins
with billy as the prey
Silver Tears 2021-07-06 from the internationally bestselling author of the golden cage comes a bold mesmerizing thriller of
seduction deceit and female power in which a woman s secret cannot stay buried forever faye adelheim is living a delicious lie
she is wealthy beyond imagination she is the chairman of her self made global cosmetics brand and her ex husband the monster
who killed her beloved daughter julienne is living out the remainder of his days behind bars but unbeknownst to journalists police
officers and investors and even the lovers she occasionally invites to her bed faye has a secret her daughter is in fact alive and
well and so is her mother the woman faye s father was sentenced for allegedly killing years ago together three generations of
women have survived in hiding from the men who sought to destroy them but unfortunately for faye cages are meant to be
opened pillow talk can lead to betrayal and secrets always end in tears
Gray's Surgical Anatomy E-Book 2019-11-05 written and edited by expert surgeons in collaboration with a world renowned
anatomist this exquisitely illustrated reference consolidates surgical anatomical and technical knowledge for the entire human
body in a single volume part of the highly respected gray s family this new resource brings to life the applied anatomical
knowledge that is critically important in the operating room with a high level of detail to ensure safe and effective surgical
practice gray s surgical anatomy is unique in the field effectively a textbook of regional anatomy a dissection manual and an atlas
of operative procedures making it an invaluable resource for surgeons and surgical trainees at all levels of experience as well as
students radiologists and anatomists brings you expert content written by surgeons for surgeons with all anatomical detail quality
assured by lead co editor and gray s anatomy editor in chief professor susan standring features superb colour photographs from
the operating room accompanied by detailed explanatory artwork and figures from the latest imaging modalities plus summary
tables self assessment questions and case based scenarios making it an ideal reference and learning package for surgeons at all
levels reflects contemporary practice with chapters logically organized by anatomical region designed for relevance to surgeons
across a wide range of subspecialties practice types and clinical settings and aligned to the requirements of current trainee
curricula maximizes day to day practical application with references to core surgical procedures throughout as well as the tips
and anatomical hazards from leading international surgeons demonstrates key anatomical features and relationships that are
essential for safe surgical practice using brand new illustrations supplemented by carefully selected contemporary artwork from
the most recent edition of gray s anatomy and other leading publications integrates essential anatomy for robotic and minimal
access approaches including laparoscopic and endoscopic techniques features dedicated chapters describing anatomy of lumbar
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puncture epidural anaesthesia peripheral nerve blocks echocardiographic anatomy of the heart and endoscopic anatomy of the
gastrointestinal tract as well as a unique overview of human factors and minimizing error in the operating room essential non
technical skills for improving patient outcomes and safety
Gray's Anatomy for Students 2005 anatomy and imaging thorax abdomen pelvis and perineum lower limb upper limb head and
neck
End in Tears 2007-06-26 in end in tears edgar award winning author ruth rendell s inspector wexford has his work cut out for him
when mavis ambrose is killed by a falling chunk of concrete the police have no reason to suspect mischief however the
bludgeoning of the young and gorgeous amber marshalson that follows is clearly murder in the midst of the hottest summer on
record inspector wexford is called in to investigate he discovers the two cases may be linked and that amber was at the scene of
mavis s death when a third body is found the case takes a disturbing and unexpected turn the deeper wexford digs the darker
the realities become and what he finds leaves him feeling lost in a world absent of morals
Surviving the Fatherland 2017-03-15 this book needs to join the ranks of the classic survivor stories of wwii such as diary of
anne frank and man s search for meaning it is truly that amazing ind tale magazine this type of raw articulate history based
storytelling pays homage to the war children who bore witness while struggling to survive publishers weekly pw based on a true
story and set against the epic panorama of wwii surviving the fatherland is a sweeping saga of family love and betrayal that
illuminates an intimate part of history seldom seen the children s war a tale of two youths whose courage and resilience stands
for the forgotten childhood of an entire generation solingen germany 1940 when her father goes off to war seven year old lilly is
left with an unkind mother who favors her brother and chooses to ignore the lecherous pedophile next door a few blocks away
twelve year old günter also loses his father to the draft and quickly takes charge of supplementing his family s ever dwindling
rations by any means necessary as the war escalates and bombs begin to rain lilly and günter s lives spiral out of control every
day is a fight for survival on a quest for firewood lilly encounters a dying soldier and steals her father s last suit to help the man
escape barely sixteen günter ignores his draft call and embarks as a fugitive on a harrowing 47 day ordeal always just one step
away from execution when at last the war ends günter grapples with his brother s severe ptsd and the fact that none of his
classmates survived welcoming denazification lilly takes a desperate step to rid herself once and for all of her disgusting neighbor
s grip when lilly and günter meet in 1949 their love affair is like any other or so it seems but old wounds and secrets have a way
of rising to the surface once more
Gray's Anatomy Review E-Book 2021-01-31 with the most extensive comprehensive collection of anatomy multiple choice
questions in strict current usmle format gray s anatomy review 3rd edition is an easy to use study tool that helps you relate
anatomy to clinical practice and pass your exams whether used as a companion to gray s anatomy for students or as a stand
alone resource this medical textbook is your indispensable review book for both in course examinations and the usmle step 1
includes more than 1 400 high yield questions mirroring the usmle step 1 and complete with answers and rationales that
challenge your grasp of anatomical knowledge and the anatomical basis of disease features a new neuroanatomy chapter
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containing approximately 100 all new questions that cover key concepts and relate them to clinical practice groups questions
more logically within chapters for more effective study first within topic areas and then from easy to more difficult provides
specific updated page references to current editions of gray s anatomy for students plus key answers and explanations to gray s
basic anatomy and gray s atlas of anatomy for additional review helps you visualize key concepts with updated radiographic and
ultrasound images and extensive use of photographs
Salem Secret Underground 2017-12-15 in 1801 elias hasket derby jr leaves his two year retirement his father the country s first
millionaire has left him a money pit that many would consider one of the nations first american castles the expense to keep up
this mansion and his leisurely life style has forced elias back into action he will take command of the local militia to fill in the
ponds in the common as part of an elaborate plot the plot would entail the beautification of this neighborhood and entice a series
of merchants and ship captains to build a series of two grand brick mansions set apart at fixed distances around the new park all
attached to a series of smuggling tunnels that would lead from the wharf to their stores and the banks an elaborate scheme filled
with masons pirates a secretary of the navy senators representatives a supreme court justice presidents and a touch of murder
dig into the tunnels of salem and find the underbelly of our nation
Blooming Spaces 2020-11-03 debora vogel 1900 1942 wrote in yiddish unlike anyone else yiddish her fourth language after
polish hebrew and german became the central vehicle for her modernist experiments in poetry and prose this ground breaking
collection presents the work of a strikingly original yet overlooked author art critic and intellectual and resituates vogel as an
important figure in the constellation of european modernity vogel s astute observations on art literature and psychology in her
essays her bold prose experiments inspired by photography and film and cubist poetry that both challenges and captivates invite
the reader on a journey of discovery into the microcosm of the talented thinker marked by tragic fate and the macrocosm of
jewish history and poland s turbulent twentieth century
Mascot, Minister, Man of Steel - the Final Reunion 2009-06 a boyhood buddy tried flipping himself into a beanbag chair became a
quadriplegic and a highly esteemed teacher june dueled cancer three times and pointedly told the author never to forget her joel
was a pubescent blowhard who became a helping hand to many before battling health crises pat was a homecoming queen
became a hospice nurse and overcame ambivalence about attending reunions before taking on cancer during teen years chris
seemed the most self assured but later revealed she had been in a fog deedee s husband an ms victim urged her to put him in a
nursing home to ease her burden she refused this loveliest of widows kept on living and loving and at age 59 still could do
cartwheels fran proved unstoppable during a daunting journey from college mascot to career success poh hong put aside doubts
by family and friends and flew half way around the world to attend a reunion john was a college football player became a minister
accepted strangers into his prayer circle and dealt with his own heartaches then there was jim who persuaded the author to
attend his first reunion and later showed remarkable mettle amid dire circumstances reunions can be powerful high school
college and graduate school class reunions as well as one on one reconnections in distant locations can whisper strong messages
teach lasting lessons and tell us much about the resilience of the human spirit
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Dansk-norsk-engelsk ordbog 1888 equiping you with all the essential anatomy information you need to know this new medical
textbook lets you study efficiently while being confident in your mastery of the most important anatomical concepts
Gray's Basic Anatomy 2012-01-01 susan standring mbe phd dsc fkc hon fas hon frcs trust gray s building on over 160 years of
anatomical excellence in 1858 drs henry gray and henry vandyke carter created a book for their surgical colleagues that
established an enduring standard among anatomical texts after more than 160 years of continuous publication gray s anatomy
remains the definitive comprehensive reference on the subject offering ready access to the information you need to ensure safe
effective practice this 42nd edition has been meticulously revised and updated throughout reflecting the very latest
understanding of clinical anatomy from the world s leading clinicians and biomedical scientists the book s acclaimed lavish art
programme and clear text has been further enhanced while major advances in imaging techniques and the new insights they
bring are fully captured in state of the art x ray ct mr and ultrasonic images the accompanying ebook version is richly enhanced
with additional content and media covering all the body regions cell biology development and embryogenesis and now includes
two new systems orientated chapters this combines to unlock a whole new level of related information and interactivity in
keeping with the spirit of innovation that has characterised gray s anatomy since its inception each chapter has been edited by
international leaders in their field ensuring access to the very latest evidence based information on topics over 150 new radiology
images offering the very latest x ray multiplanar ct and mr perspectives including state of the art cinematic rendering the
downloadable expert consult ebook version included with your print purchase allows you to easily search all of the text figures
references and videos from the book on a variety of devices electronic enhancements include additional text tables illustrations
labelled imaging and videos as well as 21 specially commissioned commentaries on new and emerging topics related to anatomy
now featuring two extensive electronic chapters providing full coverage of the peripheral nervous system and the vascular and
lymphatic systems the result is a more complete practical and engaging resource than ever before which will prove invaluable to
all clinicians who require an accurate in depth knowledge of anatomy
Gray's Anatomy 2021-05-22 gray s basic anatomy equips you with all the essential anatomy information you need to know in
half the length of the original gray s anatomy for students this new medical textbook lets you study efficiently while being
confident in your mastery of the most important anatomical concepts see the clinical implications with clinical apps imaging apps
and surface anatomy boxes throughout get a clear picture with carefully selected illustrations that are easy to learn from modern
in design and concisely labeled access a wealth of ancillary material online for a better overall understanding of the subject
including a surface anatomy tool case studies self test questions and more at studentconsult com
Gray's Basic Anatomy E-Book 2012-04-16 paul leibovitz was once an ambitious advisor dedicated father and loving husband
but after living for nearly thirty years in hong kong personal tragedy strikes and paul s marriage unravels in the fallout when he
makes a fleeting connection with elizabeth a distressed american woman on the verge of collapse his life is thrown into turmoil
less than twenty four hours later elizabeth s son is found dead in shenzhen and paul invigorated by a newfound purpose sets out
to investigate the murder on his own as paul elizabeth and a detective friend descend deeper into the shenzhen underworld they
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discover dark secrets hidden beneath china s booming new wealth in a country where rich businessmen with expensive degrees
can corrupt the judicial system the potential for evil abounds
Whispering Shadows 2015-06-16 perfect bound teacher s guide
2nd Grade Printing Teacher's Guide 2008 1 new york times bestselling author tami hoag s fan favorite minneapolis investigators
sam kovac and nikki liska hunt a serial killer in this haunting thriller on a frigid new year s eve in minneapolis a young woman is
found brutally murdered the ninth so far this year in a string of grisly slayings homicide detectives sam kovac and nikki liska fear
that it s the work of a serial killer they call doc holiday a transient who has brought his gruesome game to a new and more
terrifying level but as kovac and liska uncover the truth they find that the monsters in the ninth girl s life may live closer to home
and even as another young woman disappears they have to ask the question which is the greater evil the devil you know or the
devil you don t
The 9th Girl 2013-06-18 the era of the three kingdoms was a time of chaotic wars the times created heroes and the chaotic
times were the best stage for heroes to display their talents the era of the three kingdoms was destined to be an era where
heroes emerged
Heroes in the Three Kingdoms 2019-11-20 long time little traverse bay cottager maggie aron copes with growing older finding
love and an aging mother all while trying to find her way in a changing world
Range of Motion 2019-03-17 a sexy scot a mystical inheritance what could go wrong veternarian hannah macpherson knows
better than to believe in love at first or any sight true being swept away by taggart de gaelson to the vast scottish castle she s
mysteriously inherited is uber romantic the legacy is totally legitimate and its messenger is big broad shouldered and smokin in
more ways than one too bad taggart forgot to mention that hannah s also a guardian of magical dragons called the draecna and
as hannah s sworn otherworldly protector taggart is honor bound not to lay a hand on her no matter how close he gets but
turning duty into pleasure is just too tempting and for hannah mastering her powers and saving two worlds from evil will be way
easier than showing one hardheaded warrior that breaking all the rules means they are eternally made for each other
Eternity's Mark 2011-10-24 offers mothers of infants and young children practical tools for reducing stress and intuitively
understanding their child s needs drawing on research to show how a parent s stress directly affects a child s health behavior and
mood
Calm Mama, Happy Baby 2013-10 arnica s the best nightmare killer there is because she only cares about one thing winning
every nightmare that comes along she dispatches with ease and leaves the humans with their golden souls to their merry do
gooding every smudge every shadow every terror she s never had to go back and save the same soul twice life is just the way
she likes it until blaze comes along and screws up her routine what s with this dude anyway why are the nightmares coming after
him so many times whatever she ll just keep kicking ass and saving his soul especially cause he s easy on the eyes hot body
blond hair eyes that shift like the weather but when the screams of other souls disappear from her head maybe she s lost her
touch oh hell no it s his fault she can t save them anymore it s got to be and when the opportunity arises to get the recipe for a
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potion that could save every person there s no way she can turn it down even if it means completing a marriage ritual with the
thorn in her side blaze ten percent of book proceeds will be donated to programs that benefit women
Hunting Nightmares 2023-10-30 lady ludella howard is mischievous rebellious passionate and resents those restrictions
imposed upon her as a lady her father has refused to allow her to travel and instead plans to send her to court to find an eligible
husband to wed leading her to hatch her own escape plan ranulph sutherland the heir of clan sutherland is just as strong willed
and stubborn as ludella his initial resentment toward the englishwoman soon develops into an attraction he cannot deny when an
enemy clan sets up an ambush and a love rival resurfaces his courage is tested with a vow to protect the one person he truly
loves can love survive the war to come if you enjoy diana gabaldon s outlander karen marie moning s highlander or julie garwood
s lairds fiancées series you will love the highland love series a full length standalone romance with an hea ending and no
cliffhangers
Highland Wild Heart 2024-03-01 box set collection of books 1 3 becoming justice resetting destiny and hunting nightmares
with bonus deleted extended scenes welcome to the infinites universe where the women are morally gray strong enough to take
on the world and get shit done no matter the cost they have no time for love until they meet their soulmates
An Infinites Universe Collection Books 1-3 2015-09-25 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライ
ト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 懐かしのレトロゲームを 年代順に一挙に振り返る 本書は昭和 平成に誕生したゲーム機やゲーム作品にまつわる 書籍４冊を１冊にまとめた本です 不朽の名作もマニア向けの作品も盛り
込んだ 特大ボリュームでお届けします 全ページカラーで 実際の写真を多用 思わず こんなのあったよね を手をたたきたくなるネタ満載 年代ごとに並べているので ゲーム史の復習に最適な１冊です 目次 懐かしのプレイステーション 名作
珍作ミュージアム part1 プレステ プレステクラシック取説編 プレステとは プレステ周辺機器 playstation classicが発売 playstation classic収録ソフト part2 アクションソフトコレクション
part3 rpgソフトコレクション part4 advソフトコレクション part5 シミュレーションソフトコレクション part6 シューティングソフトコレクション part7 ノンジャンルソフトコレクション part8 発売順ゲー
ムカタログ 永久保存版 元祖レトロケータイゲームコレクション stage1 電子ゲームの歴史 stage2 ゲーム紹介 任天堂編 stage3 ゲーム紹介 バンダイ編 stage4 ゲーム紹介 トミー編 stage5 ゲーム紹介 エポッ
ク社編 stage6 ゲーム紹介 学研編 stage7 ゲーム紹介 その他メーカー編 stage8 ゲーム紹介 海外メーカー編 ex stage 電子ゲームコンプリート マニアが熱中した懐かしのレアゲーム機ガイド 第一章 1980年代
前半 中盤 第二章 1980年代後半 1990年代前半 第三章 1990年代中盤 後半 第四章 1990年代後半 2000年代後半 第五章 携帯型ゲーム機一覧 平成ゲーム30年の軌跡 思い出の作品ガイド 1989年 2018年 本
書は 懐かしのプレイステーション 名作 珍作ミュージアム 2019年10月 と 永久保存版 元祖レトロケータイゲームコレクション 2019年4月 と 平成ゲーム30年の軌跡 思い出の作品ガイド 2019年3月 と マニアが熱中し
た懐かしのレアゲーム機ガイド 2019年3月 を 合本化した作品です
往年の名機＆名ソフト大集結レトロゲームときめきノスタルジア 2011-11-14 in 1858 drs henry gray and henry vandyke carter created a book for their surgical
colleagues that established an enduring standard among anatomical texts after more than 150 years of continuous publication
gray s anatomy remains the definitive comprehensive reference on the subject offering ready access to the information you need
to ensure safe effective practice this 41st edition has been meticulously revised and updated throughout reflecting the very latest
understanding of clinical anatomy from field leaders around the world the book s traditional lavish art programme and clear text
have been further honed and enhanced while major advances in imaging techniques and the new insights they bring are fully
captured in new state of the art x ray ct mr and ultrasonic images presents the most detailed and dependable coverage of
anatomy available anywhere regional organization collects all relevant material on each body area together in one place making
access to core information easier for clinical readers anatomical information is matched with key clinical information where
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relevant numerous clinical discussions emphasize considerations that may affect medical care each chapter has been edited by
experts in their field ensuring access to the very latest evidence based information on that topic more than 1 000 completely new
photographs including an extensive electronic collection of the latest x ray ct mr and histological images the downloadable expert
consult ebook version included with your purchase allows you to search all of the text figures references and videos from the
book on a variety of devices carefully selected electronic enhancements include additional text tables illustrations labelled
imaging and videos as well as 24 specially invited commentaries on new and emerging topics related to anatomy
Gray's Anatomy E-Book 2013-04-05 lawrence consists of two novels the first one goldweaving is set in the near future where a
new art form revolutionizes society the second one elaborynth is set over five hundred years in the future the humans of western
civilization remain on the planet earth in communes based on precepts commonly found in feminist utopias the humans of the
third world deported onto a satellite at the end reunite with their fellow humans thanks to a construct developed by lawrence
Lawrence: Book One: Goldweaving Book Two: Elaborynth 2012-07-19 barcelona summer escape or so graylee perez
thought until her old adversary adrian montez brings his magic show to spain gray seeks out a spanish wizard to help banish
adrian from her life once and for all instead she tumbles headfirst into a love spell with the arrogant warlock after gray follows
adrian to paris she must face her true feelings and decide if adrian s worth fighting for
Enchantment (Spellbound Trilogy #3) 2005-04 los angeles 1952 after thirteen year old sandy duncan shoots his stepfather
and carves a symbol from a comic book into the corpse s forehead district attorney seymour markley launches a grand jury
investigation into the murder one that could implicate east coast crime boss james manning also in the frame is the comic book s
creator eugene dahl when threatening notes appear nailed to his front door he is lured to a downtown hotel where one of the
men who could bring down james manning is being held there eugene finds the witness murdered as well as the police officer
charged with protecting him and all fingers point to eugene forced to go on the run eugene devises a plan that involves deeds far
worse than anything he s been accused of there is no doubt of jahn s writing talent existential and surreal the times
The Last Tomorrow 1890 she was different now far different than the girl who had left the battlements of domar with nothing
more than a dream and emptiness where a dragon should be selah of domar always felt a special connection to dragons since a
young age the great beasts provided her the security and solace that her family could not selah wrestles for something more but
she doesn t know which direction to take when a recruiting dragonrider offers her a place oftraining at dragonhold the fortress of
the dragonriders sheeagerly accepts as the lone female apprentice at dragonhold selah faces resistance from her peers it is
during the choosing a ceremony where newborn dragons select their caretakers that selah learns her true heritage a terrible
accident interrupts the ritual leaving selah at the mercy of the dragon god stormhunter the secret he reveals forces selah to
come toterms with what she truly is but the truth will change her forever and attract the attention of those who wish the end of
the dragonriders
Dragon's Song 2011-06-27 an evil from the very beginning is still here trapped behind the veil of another reality a fallen angel
from antiquity sets in motion a plan of escape a plan which involves summoning his real world progeny to himself through an
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oceanic gateway as the day of escape nears those the angel has abducted fight to flee the island themselves but can they
decode the megalithic formulas in time or will they be left behind trapped in an unsettled version of bermuda for the rest of their
lives and if the angel does escape back to the real world will he succeed in freeing his condemned brethren from tartarus
unleashing tribulation on the earth in an attempt to reinstate a long lost golden age in a battle between good and evil light and
darkness a group of ex soldiers will come face to face with the birth of a cosmic age long conspiracy that could spell the end of
the world as they know it described by readers as dan brown meets lost meets left behind nephilim island begins with john carter
looking for his missing brother in a tranquil bermuda and ends with an epic clash between worlds in apocalypse rising this special
edition contains all three novels in the progeny trilogy
Echoes of Life 1991 an amazon best of the month selection the washington post featured thriller that will have you on the edge of
your seat bustle s most anticipated reads for december book riot featured hispanic heritage month book crimereads most
anticipated crime books of fall 2020 novel suspects featured december new release a passionately felt stand alone with an
affecting personal story at its center the washington post winner of the international latino book award aya de leon returns with a
thrilling and timely story of feminism climate and corporate justice as one successful lawyer must decide whether to put
everything on the line to right the deep inequities faced in one under served bay area california community since childhood
yolanda vance has forged her desire to escape poverty into a laser like focus that took her through prep school and harvard law
so when her prestigious new york law firm is raided by the fbi yolanda turns in her corrupt bosses to save her career and goes to
work for the bureau soon she s sent undercover at red black and green an african american extremist activist group back in her
california college town they claim a biotech corporation fueled by pentagon funding is exploiting the neighborhood but yolanda is
determined to put this assignment in her win column head back to corporate law and regain her comfortable life until an
unexpected romance opens her heart and a suspicious death opens her eyes menacing dark money forces will do anything to
bury yolanda and the movement fueled by memories of who she once was and what once really mattered most how can she tell
those who ve come to trust her that she s been spying as the stakes escalate and one misstep could cost her life yolanda will
have to choose between betraying the cause of her people or invoking the wrath of the country s most powerful law enforcement
agency part of a new wave of espionage fiction from authors of color and women many of whom place emphasis on the
disturbing nature of being forced to spy on one s own crime reads most anticipated books of fall
Deadborn 2020-12-29 in this thrilling and surreal finale to the timetripper series harry keller finds himself stuck back at windfree
mental hospital all the progress he thought he d made has crumbled and harry is too devastated to pick up the pieces he might
not have a choice though harry must confront the enemy that drove him to this end before more damage is done when harry is
thrust back into a time he discovers new secrets about the bizarre time bending world that go beyond what he ever could have
imagined and even stranger secrets about our own reality
Such are the Trials 2007-04-05 hiding her powers was never a problem for seventeen year old graylee perez not until her
diabolical twin sister decided to go on a rampage that could expose them all or get someone hurt to add to the aggravation
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coven reject raj mckenna catches gray performing a complex spell and is convinced they would make a powerful couple he can
delude himself all he wants gray has sworn off dating warlocks especially delinquents who play with fire but even gray s
mysterious death won t deter raj not after gray is brought back from the great beyond only she s not truly back her body s still six
feet under and she s on borrowed time there are forces threatening gray s existence and a powerful wizard willing to help for a
price gray doesn t know who to trust or how long she has left before she vanishes for good but she s determined to stick around
no matter what the cost
Progeny: The Complete Trilogy 1912 groundbreaking look at slaves as commodities through every phase of life from birth to
death and beyond in early america in life and in death slaves were commodities their monetary value assigned based on their
age gender health and the demands of the market the price for their pound of flesh is the first book to explore the economic
value of enslaved people through every phase of their lives including preconception infancy childhood adolescence adulthood the
senior years and death in the early american domestic slave trade covering the full life cycle historian daina ramey berry shows
the lengths to which enslavers would go to maximize profits and protect their investments illuminating ghost values or the prices
placed on dead enslaved people berry explores the little known domestic cadaver trade and traces the illicit sales of dead bodies
to medical schools this book is the culmination of more than ten years of berry s exhaustive research on enslaved values drawing
on data unearthed from sources such as slave trading records insurance policies cemetery records and life insurance policies
writing with sensitivity and depth she resurrects the voices of the enslaved and provides a rare window into enslaved peoples
experiences and thoughts revealing how enslaved people recalled and responded to being appraised bartered and sold
throughout the course of their lives reaching out from these pages they compel the reader to bear witness to their stories to see
them as human beings not merely commodities a profoundly humane look at an inhumane institution the price for their pound of
flesh will have a major impact how we think about slavery reparations capitalism nineteenth century medical education and the
value of life and death winner of the 2018 hamilton book award from the university coop austin tx winner of the 2018 society for
historians of the early american republic book prize shear winner of the 2018 phillis wheatley literary award from the sons and
daughters of the us middle passage finalist for the 2018 frederick douglass book prize from yale university s gilder lehrman
center for the study of slavery resistance and abolition
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